
Roald Dahl Children’s Books Quiz

How well do you know my books? 
Try this quiz to see. The correct 
answer can be found by clicking 

on my image.



Instructions



BunceBoggis Bean

Boggis, Bunce and 
Bean

Haggis, Hunce and 
Hean

Moggis, Munce and 
Mean

What are the names of the farmers 
that ‘Fantastic Mr Fox' outwits? 
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lion

rhinocerous

gorilla

In ‘James and the Giant Peach’ James is forced to go 
and live with his aunts after his parents are killed. 

What were his parents killed by? 
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Violet Beauregarde

Augustus Gloop 

Mike Teavee

In ‘Charlie And The Chocolate Factory’ 
which child fell in the chocolate river?
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cheese and 
crackers

ham and pickles

cold meat pie

In ‘Danny Champion of the World’ what 
did Doc Spencer give to Danny to eat?
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Mr Stinger

Mr Stringer

Mr Singh

In ‘The Witches’ who was the manager of 
the hotel at the seashore where the boy 

and his grandmother stayed?
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John

we don’t find out

Danny

In ‘The Witches’ who is the hero of the story?
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a tuba

a fan

a trumpet

In ‘The BFG’ what does the BFG use to blow dreams 
into peoples' bedrooms?
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a drink

a cake

soup

In ‘The BFG’ what is frobscottle?
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a plum tree

an orange tree

a cherry tree

In ‘The Enormous Crocodile’ where does 
the Roly-Poly Bird build its nest?
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wine gums

chocolate cake

sherbet

What did Bruce Bogtrotter steal from 
Miss Trunchbull?
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beer

apple cider

lemonade

In ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ what does Bean drink?
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flying

writing on the 
chalkboard

disappearing

What is Matilda's third and last miracle?
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Click on the image for details of my 100 
question children’s book quiz.

https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/roald-dahl-quiz-11361675


For more inspiring educational resources 
by Krazikas click on the banner below.

https://www.tes.com/teaching-resources/shop/Krazikas

